1. **THANKS DOWNER GROUP BenchMark 65 Handicap**  
   900 metres | $7000 | 02:20PM  
   01. Smooth Element (Jim Jackson) | Dan Ballard | 3 | 61.0  
   02. Will's Choice (Philip Miller) | Ms Tamara Tinknell | 2 | 60.0  
   03. Caldane (Tanya Parry) | Terrence Hill | 4 | 59.0  
   04. Diurnal Tiger (Tanya Parry) | Keith Ballard | 1 | 56.0  
   05. Bea Bingle (George Tipping) | Steven Galvin | 5 | 56.0  

2. **WELCOME ABOARD ISLAND BMX Maiden Plate**  
   1000 metres | $7000 | 03:00PM  
   01. Fast Brass (Robert Burow) | Dan Ballard | 6 | 59.5  
   02. Mishani Trader (Justin Bawden) | Justin Esser | 7 | 59.5  
   03. Veganer (Tanya Parry) | Terrence Hill | 1 | 59.5  
   04. Messines Rose (Shryn Gabriel-Royes) | Ms Tamara Tinknell | 4 | 57.5  
   05. Rocket Element (Justin Bawden) | Shaun Mossman | 2 | 57.5  
   06. Thank You (Tanya Parry) | Steven Galvin | 3 | 57.5  
   07. Vienna Gem (Tanya Parry) | Keith Ballard | 5 | 57.5  

3. **CAVA HYDRAULICS & AUTO BenchMark 50 Handicap**  
   1000 metres | $7000 | 03:40PM  
   02. Show Us the Way (Robert Burow) | Aaron Spradau | 7 | 61.5  
   03. Splash Out (Shryn Gabriel-Royes) | Ms Tamara Tinknell | 5 | 60.5  
   04. Craiglea Swift (Steven Royes) | Dan Ballard | 2 | 60.0  
   05. Your Way or Mine (David Smith) | Steven Galvin | 6 | 59.5  
   06. Eighth Keeper (Tanya Parry) | Keith Ballard | 3 | 58.5  
   07. Lasting Image (Justin Bawden) | Justin Esser | 1 | 58.0  
   09. Lunar Luck (Justin Bawden) | Shaun Mossman | 8 | 56.0  
   10. Rage Within (Tanya Parry) | Terrence Hill | 4 | 56.0  

4. **MOUNT ISA MINING SUPPLIES FASHIONS ON FIELD OPEN Plate**  
   1100 metres | $7000 | 04:20PM  
   01. Craiglea Cruz (Steven Royes) | Aaron Spradau | 1 | 61.5  
   02. GOLDEN METEOR (Steven Royes) | Ms Tamara Tinknell | 2 | 61.5  
   04. Five O'clock (Jim Jackson) | Dan Ballard | 4 | 61.5  

5. **SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES NOW AVAILABLE BenchMark 60 Handicap**  
   1200 metres | $7000 | 05:00PM  
   01. I'm Desperate Too (Robert Burow) | Aaron Spradau | 6 | 62.5  
   02. Oakfield Rebel (Steven Royes) | Dan Ballard | 1 | 62.0  
   03. Damgoodchoice (Philip Miller) | Ms Tamara Tinknell | 4 | 61.0  
   04. Duke's Delight (George Tipping) | Keith Ballard | 7 | 61.0  
   06. Euphorbia (Tanya Parry) | Terrence Hill | 2 | 56.0  
   07. Best a Man Can Get (Dawn Sanderson) | Steven Galvin | 3 | 56.0  
   08. Logan's Run (Justin Bawden) | Shaun Mossman | 5 | 56.0  
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